From the project's inception, STARVote was intended to be one of the first usable, end-toend (e2e) voting systems with sophisticated security. To realize STAR-Vote, computer security experts, statistical auditors, human factors (HF)/human-computer interaction (HCI) researchers, and election officials collaborated throughout the project and relied upon a user-centered, iterative design and development process, which included human factors research and usability testing, to make certain the system would be both usable and secure.
IntroductIon
The 2016 U.S. presidential election highlighted voters' concerns about the integrity of elections. Based on reported accusations of rigged elections, voting officials, voters, candidates, and security experts worried that nefarious, outside attackers might attempt-or already had attempted-to tamper with the voting systems to alter election outcomes. Although these concerns have not been proven, both the Federal Bureau of Investigation and the Central Intelligence Agency have indicated that a foreign power did indeed try to influence the election (Entous & Nakashema, 2016) . Further, security researchers from around the world have been able to demonstrate their ability to hack into and tamper with voting systems that are currently in use (e.g., Calandrino et al., 2007; Halderman & Teague, 2015; Langone, 2018) . This series of events and official statements highlights the need for voting systems to be highly secure and tamper resistant.
An essential problem is that complex security mechanisms can significantly impact the usability of the system, sometimes to the point of making the system nearly impossible to use (Tognazzini, 2005) . A ubiquitous example is password authentication, in which computer users are required to develop and use their own password to access a system. Strong passwords are long, randomly generated, use a combination of upper and lower-case letters, include numbers and special characters, do not include words found in a dictionary, and are not reused across sites or over time (Cazier & Medlin, 2006) . In addition, passwords should be changed frequently (Scarfone & Souppaya, 2009) . Although these complex password rules are good for security (Summers & Bosworth, 2004) , they are terrible for usability. Human cognition is not well suited to having to remember and recall dozens of lengthy, complex passwords that frequently change (Stanton & Greene, 2014) , much less having to do so separately for each web site with which a user might interact. Consequently, users are forced to develop strategies that make secure passwords easier to use-from writing down passwords on sticky notes that are placed on monitors so the information can be easily accessed at the time it is needed (Stanton, Stam, Mastrangelo, & Jolton, 2005) to using the same password across sites so that only one difficult password ever has to be invented and remembered. Although password users who develop adaptive strategies are rationally acting to enhance their ability to effectively and efficiently use the system, their behavior ultimately compromises security. This struggle to make secure systems also usable (including the e2e voting systems described in this article) has long been acknowledged by researchers from numerous disciplines who have studied aspects of "usable security" (e.g., Acemyan, Kortum, Byrne, & Wallach, 2014 , 2015a , 2015b Balfanz, Durfee, Grinter, & Smetters, 2004; Cranor & Garfinkel, 2005; Garfinkel & Lipford, 2014; Norman, 2010; Payne & Edwards, 2008; Sasse, Brostoff, & Weirich, 2001 ).
Voting System Security and usability
Election integrity is the foundation of a democratic society. For this reason, voters' intentions must be accurately recorded on anonymous ballots that are then cast and tabulated. Security has always played a role in this process. When common paper ballots are used, ballot boxes are sealed, transported, and opened for counting while being constantly monitored by both election authorities and representatives from all political parties. After the 2000 presidential election recounts in Florida and the recognition that confusing ballots can alter elections (Wand et al., 2001) , the U.S. government invested over $3.5 billion through the Help America Vote Act (2002) to modernize voting systems. The result has been a myriad of new computer voting systems, which are touted to be accurate and reliable, but have been proven to be inadequately secure and consequently extremely vulnerable to attacks (e.g., Balzarotti et al., 2010; Bishop, 2007; Epstein, 2015; Feldman, Halderman, & Felten, 2007; Proebstel et al., 2007) .
As part of this recognition that confusing ballots can have adverse impacts on elections, researchers began to examine the overall usability of voting systems in an attempt to understand and quantify the impact of various interfaces. Some of this research has focused on specific elements of the ballot that impact usability, such as review screens (Campbell & Byrne, 2009a) and straight party voting interfaces (Campbell & Byrne 2009b) . Overall system usability has also been a major focus. Usability assessments have been conducted in the context of traditional voting systems such as paper, punch cards, lever machines (Byrne, Greene, & Everett, 2007) , and electronic voting systems (Bederson, Lee, Sherman, Herrnson, & Niemi, 2003; Conrad et al., 2009; Everett, Greene, Byrne, & Wallach, 2008; Laskowski, Autry, Cugini, Killam, & Yen, 2004) . Some forward-looking research from this body of work that responded to the early 2000 election even hinted at the need for both secure systems that people could use in the areas of authentication (Paul, Evans, Rubin, & Wallach, 2003) and end-to-end security protocols (Sandler, Derr, & Wallach, 2008) .
While usability is a major ongoing concern in voting, there is growing recognition that there are significant security vulnerabilities in these existing voting technologies. Due to the security flaws associated with the electronic voting machines of the 2000s combined with the fact that these machines, now more than a decade old, are nearing the end of their service lifetime, researchers from around the world have been developing the next generation of tamper-resistant, end-to-end (e2e) voting systems (e.g., Adida, 2008; Ryan, Bismark, Heather, Schneider, & Xia, 2009 ). E2e voting systems are voting methods that incorporate sophisticated cryptographic schemes, which make them difficult to hack. Moreover, if they are ever tampered with, they are designed so that malicious attacks can be detected through system auditing techniques, which can be carried out by voters, election officials, or any interested third party. As a result, an attacker cannot (easily) alter voters' selections and/or election outcomes without detection.
Even though e2e systems are intended to be more secure than traditional voting systems such as hand-marked paper ballots, the enhanced security comes at a cost. The voter procedures, which contribute to making these systems highly secure, also render them extremely difficult to use. Research by Acemyan and colleagues (2014) has shown that three of the most prominent e2e voting systems that have been used in real elections are so hard to vote with that about 50% of voters cannot cast votes with them, and many of these voters fail to recognize that their votes were not cast-meaning they would not know to ask for help or tell election officials. Moreover, it takes people longer to vote with them than with traditional paper ballots and electronic voting machines.
One of the three systems tested in Acemyan and her colleagues' studies was Helios, an online, computer-based voting system (Adida, 2008) . To vote in an election, voters made their selections one race at a time on a web interface, then they reviewed their entire ballot on a review screen. Instead of being able to simply cast their ballot at this point, as is done on commonly used electronic voting machines, voters had to complete two different steps. First, if they wanted to be able to track their ballot, they had to handtranscribe or print a 43-character "smart ballot tracker"-made up of numbers, upper and lowercase letters, and special characters-that was unique to their ballot. However, the voters were never told that the purpose of this smart ballot tracker is for the optional verification process that can take place after voting. Second, voters had to login to Helios using a third-party e-mail account (e.g., Gmail). Once they successfully logged in, then they were allowed to cast their ballot, which was encrypted after completing it. (This step does not take place at the beginning of the voting process because then an unencrypted ballot revealing voters' choices could potentially be associated with the user's e-mail account.) Only after completing all of these steps are their votes recorded by the system. If voters wanted to verify that the system received their ballot, they had to navigate to Helios' verification website, find their election's ballot tracking center, and then find their ballot tracker within a long list. Alternately, the voters could click on a link that was e-mailed to them and view their smart ballot tracker displayed in isolation on a web page.
When Acemyan and her colleagues studied the usability of Helios with both summative and formative methods (Acemyan et al., 2014; 2015a , 2015b , numerous usability problems were identified. To give a few examples, voters did not cast their ballot because they thought they finished voting after reviewing their ballot on the final review screen and then reading on the next screen that their ballot had been saved by the system and encrypted (which is different than being cast and recorded by the system). Others had trouble logging into their e-mail account from the Helios interface, so they were never able to get to the final vote casting step. As for the verification process, participants generally did not know what it meant to check on their vote or verify because the system did not give any explanation for this novel option that is not offered by current voting systems. Despite the numerous errors made by participants while trying to vote and verify with the system, it was found to be more usable than the other two tested e2e systems: PaV and Scantegrity. For the complete analysis resulting from the formative usability data collection methods, refer to Acemyan et al. (2015a) ; for photos of the Helios interface, refer to Acemyan et al. (2014) ; for details about the system's cryptography, refer to Adida, 2008 . Please note that this article does not assess Helios' or any of the e2e systems' security as the focus is on system usability and the voters' perspectives.
The second system tested by Acemyan and her research group was Prêt á Voter (PaV; see Acemyan et al., 2014) . PaV is a paper-based system in which the ballot is composed of multiple candidate cards. On the left side of the ballot card is a list of races with the candidates' names randomly ordered. On the right side of the ballot card is a box that the voter can place an "x" in for his or her candidate selection. After voters make their selections on the cards, they detach the left side of each card, which lists the races and order of candidates, from the right side, which has their selections. The voters then shred their candidates lists/left sides of their ballot cards. At this point their ballots have been anonymized so others cannot see their selections. Next the voters take the remaining parts of their ballot cards to a vote casting station. At this station they scan their ballot card selections into a system that records them and keeps an electronic tally. After the cards are scanned in, a receipt is printed out that shows a scan of each card and the voters' marks. At this time, the original ballot cards are placed into a ballot box that is used as a paper trail in case the election needs to be audited to compare the electronic tally to the paper count. The voters keep the system-generated receipts with the images of their ballot cards that were cast. If a voter decides to verify their vote after the polls close, they navigate to the website printed on the receipt, enter the unique number associated with their ballot that is printed on the receipt, and then they are able to view the cards that were scanned into the system. This verification system was designed to illustrate that the system received the individual's specific selections without ever revealing exactly who they voted for as each race's candidates were randomly ordered on every ballot. Some of the usability problems that voters encountered while using Rice University's version of PaV included participants not reading the lengthy instructions included on the first card, resulting in failures to anonymize their ballot by ripping it in half and shredding the candidates lists. Others accidently shredded their instructions and then did not know what to do or shredded the wrong side of their ballot, requiring them to start the process over. In addition, many participants thought they cast their ballot because they confidently placed their cards in the ballot box-as they usually do when voting with a paper system, when in fact they really needed to scan the cards first so the system could record their choices and add them to the tally. For the detailed formative usability assessment and results, refer to Acemyan et al. (2015a) ; for photos of PaV, refer to Acemyan et al. (2014) ; and for details about the system's security, see papers such as Ryan (2008) and Ryan and Peacock (2005) .
The third system tested by Acemyan and colleagues (2014) was Scantegrity II. Scantegrity is based on the paper bubble-ballot. To vote in an election with this system, voters used decoder pens to mark their selections. When the bubbles associated with their selections were filled in, alphanumeric codes printed in invisible ink were revealed. If voters wanted to be able to use the Scantegrity verification system, they had to hand transcribe each of these codes and the unique ballot ID onto special receipts. After the ballots and receipts were completed by the voters, the ballots were taken to a vote-casting station where they were scanned into the system and then placed into the ballot box. For the optional vote verification process, voters navigated to the election's website, entered their unique ballot ID code, and then compared one by one the codes written on their self-generated receipts to the ones displayed on the website. Errors made while using this system included voters using a regular pen or pencil to complete the ballot and then getting frustrated that they could not find their verification codes. Most participants committed transcription errors in which their ballot ID and/or one or more of their selections codes was written incorrectly; as a result, participants did not know if they or the computer system made a mistake. Moreover, some participants never cast a ballot that would be counted in the tally because they placed their completed ballot in the ballot box without ever scanning it in-likely because they either did not read the lengthy instructions on the ballot and receipt or they did not understand them, in both cases relying on typical how-to-vote procedures instead. The complete formative usability assessment can be found in Acemyan et al. (2015a) ; photos of assessed Scantegrity system were published in Acemyan et al. (2014) ; and details about the system's security properties and auditing capabilities are explained in .
Overall, the usability of these tested e2e systems contrasts sharply with the usability of none2e systems (Byrne et al., 2007) , because the e2e systems deviate substantially from the how-tovote procedures and mental models associated with non-e2e voting methods (Acemyan et al., 2015a (Acemyan et al., , 2015b . Specifically, voters expect the steps required to vote with an e2e system to be roughly the same as voting with a standard paper ballot or electronic voting machine. Instead, the e2e systems require voters to complete novel, unusual steps such as using decoding pens to reveal special codes printed in invisible ink and tearing ballots in half to separate the list of candidates from the voter selections-steps that voters do not typically associate with voting.
Besides the mismatch between mental models and the tested systems, other significant usability problems resulted in the e2e systems because the developers who are leading security and auditing experts did not prioritize human factors and user-centered design (UCD). This is not surprising because it is outside their area of expertise, and their focus was likely on developing secure voting systems, which is a difficult problem in itself. Even though they theoretically solved the security and verification problems, the solutions resulted in system designs that were difficult or impossible to use.
Voters struggled to use the e2e systems because they had to be active participants in the security (e.g., tearing their ballot in half and then shredding part of it to anonymize it) and auditing process (e.g., creating their own labor-intensive, verification receipt)-meaning that the users are given the opportunity to perform actions that compromise the security of the systems and/or their ability to vote and verify with them. Some of the researchers realized system usability was a problem, as is evident by the intense efforts by the Scantegrity team to develop training videos and ensure that poll workers were ready to assist voters with the system during real elections (Carback et al., 2010) . Essentially, they were trying to change voter behavior instead of designing a system that aligned with how voters actually behave.
It is also recognized that designing a secure and usable voting system is hard to do. Most people engage daily with secure systems that have been proven to be reasonably usable (Taohai, Phimoltares, & Cooharojananone, 2010)-such as online banking and shopping sites that use encryption. In contrast, it is difficult to make voting systems both secure and easy to use. For one, voter participation is highest among individuals over the age of 45 (File, 2014) ; this group tends to be less comfortable with computer use (Broady, Chan, & Caputi, 2010) compared with younger individuals who more freely engage with a variety of online systems. Second, people vote on an infrequent basis, typically once every 2 to 4 years. In contrast, many people engage in electronic banking and online shopping on a repeated basis (Rogers, Cabrera, Walker, Gilbert, & Fisk, 1996) . Consequently, the benefits of learning and training are bestowed upon banking and e-commerce systems to a much greater degree than is seen in voting systems. Third, designing secure and usable voting systems is difficult because ballots are anonymous, to ensure that no one can determine for whom a person voted; in contrast, credit card transactions remain associated with the consumer who can then dispute erroneous or fraudulent charges. Despite the need for anonymity, a voting system must still be designed to prevent people from voting more than once to guard against ballot stuffing. Fourth, network and computer security experts unanimously agree that online systems such as those used for banking and shopping are not secure enough to be used for voting (Jefferson, 2016) . Simply put, the security and privacy requirements of election systems are structurally different from those for e-commerce transactions. For all of these reasons, it is exceptionally challenging to build a voting system that is both secure and usable.
the development of StAr-Vote
This led us to the question, "Is it even possible to develop a secure voting system using stateof-the art e2e security technology that is also intuitively usable by every voter?" We believe so. Accordingly, in 2011, a group of cryptographers, computer security specialists, statisticians, voting officials, and human factors researchers gathered together to develop a usable, e2e voting system. The system, called STAR-Vote (for Secure, Transparent, Auditable and Reliable), was developed using iterative, UCD, and development methods, with human factors research integrated throughout the entire process. Most notably, both usability and security were equally prioritized at every phase of the project.
From the user perspective. STAR-Vote is like many other voting systems at first glance: voters interact with a touch screen, selecting their choices, and a paper ballot is printed that the voter deposits in a locked ballot box. See Figure 1 for STAR-Vote's typical how-to-vote procedures.
Yet, STAR-Vote is in fact very secure due to features that were designed to be unnoticeable to voters, including sophisticated "end to end" (e2e) encryption (described below), multiple sources of data to support final tallies, risk-limiting auditing, and advanced software engineering (Bell et al., 2013) . After a voter completes his or her ballot on a touch-screen tablet ( Figure 2 ) and then prints it (Figure 3 ), the system automatically encrypts the voter's selections. As the voter inserts their ballot into the ballot box (Figure 4 ), a scanner mounted on the interior reads the ballot (thereby eliminating the separate scanning step found in PaV and Scantegrity; see Figure 5 ). . Simple, plain language is used (e.g., you did not select anything) and instructions are minimal and only presented at the time that they are needed by voters. Extensive instructions were not needed because the system and its interfaces were intuitive and matched typical how-to-vote procedures. Figure 3 . The ballot being printed at the voting booth. The ballot is ejected from the system directly in front of the voter so that they will notice it and take it. Voters have the opportunity to review their ballot before placing it in the ballot box. Figure 4 . A voter inserts their ballot into the ballot box. Inside the ballot box is a scanner that reads the inserted material. If it is a valid ballot, the selections are recorded by the system and included in the tally; if the inserted material is an invalid ballot or a voter's receipt, it is ejected out of the front slot of the ballot box. The ballot box display will indicate if a ballot has been cast or if the ballot or material has been rejected from the system (and why). Auditory tones are also part of the design to support users who are visually impaired.
At that time, the box-and ballot-marking devices communicate to determine whether a valid ballot has been cast. If so, the votes for each race are recorded and added to the official tallies. If anything other than a valid ballot is placed in the box, the material is rejected by the system and ejected from the box. Because the security is (intentionally) invisible to voters and does not require their involvement, it does not alter the typical how-to-vote procedures. This reduces the potential for a mismatch between mental models for voting and the system that was seen in the previously tested e2e systems. Furthermore, the voters cannot compromise the system's security or verification process because it is completely hidden from them-making it look and act like typical voting systems without advanced security and auditing mechanisms.
STAR-Vote is also designed so that any interested person can audit the system to verify that the system is functioning as designed without ever violating anonymity. For example, (1) after polls close, voters can check that the system received their ballot by going to the election website and entering their unique ballot ID located on their personal ballot tracker (Figure 6 ), which was printed at the same time as their ballot. On the website they will then see whether the ballot was cast and received by the system, printed but not cast, or not found in the system (Figure 7 ). Individual votes for cast ballots are never revealed.
At this point in the verification process, problems can be reported. (2) The system can also be audited by election officials and/or a third party-such as the League of Women Votersby going through a procedure to ensure that every cast vote has been recorded and counted without ever linking votes to individuals. (3) Last, additional postelection audits can be conducted by randomly sampling from the paper ballots stored in the secure ballot box to check that the paper and electronic voting records match exactly. In the event of a total failure of the electronic voting systems or a security breach, these paper ballots can be counted by hand. A complete description of the user interactions and cryptographic properties of STARVote can be found in Bell et al. (2013) .
STAR-Vote's e2e security model. Although this paper focuses on STAR-Vote's usability, it is worth understanding in more depth how STAR-Vote's security properties work and thus Figure 5 . The ballot box's scanner and paper-diverting mechanism are concealed from voters so they do not need to worry about scanning their ballot; rather, they simply drop their ballot in the box and the system does the rest.
why STAR-Vote can have many desirable security features without impacting its usability. A complete discussion of STAR-Vote security can be found in Bell et al. (2013) . Here we discuss three interesting properties: STAR-Vote's use of e2e cryptography, a challenge mechanism to catch the machine if it is cheating, and its use of cryptographic hash chains.
From the voter's perspective, STAR-Vote produces a printed, human-readable ballot that goes into a ballot box. Additional electronic copies are made, one on each voting terminal in the local precinct. A "public key cryptosystem" is used, meaning that every voting machine can create a ballot, but the decryption operation requires a secret key held only by election administrators, thus protecting voter privacy. Each position on the ballot corresponds to an encrypted one or zero, indicating whether the voter selected that particular candidate.
We note that it's essential that every ciphertext include a proof that it's well-formed (i.e., that it's Figure 6 . This ballot tracker is printed at the same time as the ballot and serves as a cover page to the ballot so that voters' selections are not revealed as they walk to the ballot box. Voters can either enter their unique code, which is chunked to aid in entry, or they can scan the QR Code for automatic entry to access the election website.
an encryption of a zero or a one, without revealing which one, but provably not being any other number). STAR-Vote uses standard ChaumPedersen proofs (1992) for this purpose. When the election is complete, all of the encrypted ballots are posted to a public website. Any election observer may then download these and verify the Chaum-Pedersen proofs without needing the election officials' secret cryptographic keys.
Furthermore, STAR-Vote uses a particular style of public-key cryptography called "exponential ElGamal" (1985) which has a useful "homomorphic" property. Again, without needing the secret key, any observer can use the homomorphism as follows: given the encryption of two integers E(x) and E(y), it's possible for any observer to derive E(x+y), without needing to first decrypt and then re-encrypt. Given this, an observer can then compute an encrypted total for each ballot position. Only the election officials can produce the decryption, but they produce a proof that their decryption is consistent with the public data, which anybody can then verify (using a variant on Chaum-Pedersen for the proof, produced by the election officials). Collectively, these mechanisms produce proofs that the election was counted as cast, i.e., that the electronic ballots are consistent with the final totals. We refer to these as "end to end" properties because election officials can prove a direct correspondence between the voters' original ballots and the final election tally. The e2e mechanism also proves that every ballot is well formed-no ballot represents more than the votes that a single voter may legally cast.
One essential challenge, whenever any electronic voting system is producing an electronic record, is whether that electronic record reflects the intent of the voter, and thus whether they preserve ballots cast as intended. The software within a malicious voting machine might correctly indicate to the voter how they voted, while quietly flipping their intent in the digital record. STAR-Vote addresses this concern with a variant on a technique based on Benaloh (2006) . For every vote, the machine will first commit to its ballot, and then a voter may cast the ballot or challenge it. If a machine manipulated the voter's intent, the challenge process would yield proof that the commitment was inconsistent, and the machine would be caught with a cryptographically signed confession of its malfeasance. Of course, a "challenged" ballot is not counted, while a "cast" ballot cannot be challenged. Prior systems using variants on Benaloh (2006) challenges looked for ways to add one more question to the user dialog, producing opportunities for postcompletion errors. STARVote encodes the cast-or-challenge question in the physical motion of the printed paper ballot, which includes a barcode tracking number. If the ballot is inserted into the ballot box, which has a barcode scanner, then the vote is cast. If the ballot is instead brought to the poll worker, it can be scanned and the challenge registered. In this way, the Benaloh challenge process fits in with existing voting procedures that accommodate mistakes a voter might make on a hand-marked paper ballot, to spoil and redo their work. Of note is the fact that both voters and voting security officials could engage in this form of checking on Election Day, further enhancing the system's security and confidence in the final vote tallies.
Lastly, STAR-Vote internally stores all of its encrypted vote records using a hash chain, a technique that has been popularized through cryptographic currency systems such as BitCoin. The idea is that each vote record includes a cryptographic "hash" of the previous record, which includes a "hash" of the record prior. Each record thus protects the integrity of its predecessors. If an adversary somehow substituted a different record, then the hash chain computation would fail and it would be immediately obvious that tampering had occurred. STARVote adds to this a voter "receipt" that includes the hash of their encrypted vote. Printed on paper, a voter can take this home and later use it to identify the presence of their ballot among the public (encrypted) ballot records. Consequently, evidence protecting the integrity of every vote cast earlier in the day is walking out the door with each and every voter, yet voters have no ability to prove to any third-party whether they voted for or against any particular issue because they cannot decrypt their individual votes.
Development methods. In summary, STARVote is an e2e cryptographically secure voting system that was designed from the outset to be usable. To maximize its usability, several strategies were used within a UCD process, which ensures that users' capabilities and limitations are taken into account and accommodated during every step of the iterative design process. This type of approach to system design helps to make certain that the voting system will be easy to use and intuitive for voters.
At the start of the UCD process, a large, interdisciplinary team composed of security researchers (including some who helped to develop the previously tested e2e systems), statistical auditors, human factors experts, and election officials attended a series of meetings to reach a consensus regarding the architecture and specifications for STAR-Vote, which had to prioritize usability and security equally. During this phase of the project, the human factors experts who had already studied voting for more than a decade relied on known HCI heuristics and findings from published human factors research to develop a list of UCD properties that should be incorporated into the system-such as presenting one race at a time; using simple, plain language that all voters could understand; providing large, visible forward and back buttons for users to navigate through the races on the ballot; enabling voters to fill out their ballot by touching their selection; telling a voter if they did not make a selection for a particular race instead of leaving it blank on their review screen; and allowing a voter to touch a race on the review screen to directly return to that race on the ballot, instead of hitting the back button numerous times. These are select examples; the list was extensive.
When system prototypes were being developed that incorporated all these elements, security and human factors researchers worked together on all phases of development. Human factors research methods for design were used to develop all user interfaces-including heuristic analysis, Pareto analysis, operational analysis, analysis of similar systems, fault trees, critical incident studies, flow analysis, task descriptions, usability assessments, and controlled experimentation (see Nemeth, 2004 , for descriptions of these common techniques). The methods used varied depending on the issue that was being assessed and then fixed, as well as the design phase of the project. To give one example, early in the vote verification website design process, wireframes were used to develop each screen that a user would see, as well as the navigation flow from screen to screen. Known HF/HCI heuristics were used to identify and fix obvious problems, and then a series of cognitive walkthroughs were performed to further refine the system. Next, the interfaces were coded so a functional prototype could be used to complete additional cognitive walk-throughs by people who were less familiar with the project. After these issues were resolved, the system went through a series of usability tests with small groups of people; as soon as a problem was identified, it was fixed, and then the next person used it. This formative method allowed us to identify the remaining issues that were not caught before and rapidly iterate. During these particular steps, the computer scientists' role was to make certain that any changes made to the front end of the system would not negatively impact the back-end of the system, which included the integrated security protocols hidden from the users.
Separate interface elements (e.g., the ballot box, the ballot completion interface, and the verification system) were developed independently but then periodically integrated into the whole system and formatively tested so that significant issues (at both the system and individual element level) could be more quickly addressed by smaller, human factors design teams focusing on a single interface that would then later also be summatively evaluated within the whole system.
Toward the end of the design process when all apparent usability problems had been resolved through numerous iterations, two larger, summative usability tests were conducted to ensure that the system could be used by a diverse sample of voters. This first study that focused on the voting system revealed a few problems that were not identified beforehand (see Study 1). Once these problems were resolved and the functionality of the prototypes further matured, the final summative assessment was run (study 2), which included the optional verification system that was ready to be tested at that time.
It took many iterations and different UCD methods to develop STAR-Vote because some problems were corner-cases that do not occur often, and sometimes problems were only unmasked when another problem was fixed. This is not surprising because the system is complex and voters are a diverse group of people, highlighting how numerous people were needed to interact with the system throughout the UCD process in order to make it truly usable. Every design decision and the numerous system iterations were informed by data collected with these methods that focused on the system users. The user-centered iterative design and development process concluded only when all apparent usability problems were addressed, as supported by the summative usability assessment results presented in this paper's Study 2. Actual voters had to be able to easily use the system to complete ballots, cast votes, and verify that the system received and counted their ballot.
Research aims. While the system was designed in a user-centered fashion, it still retains some of the characteristics, noted in the introduction, which can make e2e implementation difficult for users. Specifically, the system does not perfectly correspond to either an electronic-only voting system or a paper-only voting system. That said, the only way to be certain that STAR-Vote is usable at the end of its development cycle is to conduct summative usability assessments with real voters. Only then can researchers recognize areas where STAR-Vote needs improvement and understand how it compares to other e2e voting systems that have been previously tested (i.e., Helios, PaV, and Scantegrity).
This article presents two summative usability assessments of STAR-Vote; the second study is a replication of the first. The same experimental protocol used in numerous previously published voting studies was used, along with ISO 9241-11's suggested measurements for assessing system usability: efficiency, effectiveness, and satisfaction.
Study 1 Method
Participants. Participants were 30 eligible voters (i.e., 18 years or older and U.S. citizens). These participants were recruited from the Houston area through a craigslist advertisement and were paid $25 for their time. Institutional review board (IRB)-approved informed consent was obtained from each participant.
Seventeen participants (57%) were female, 12 (40%) were male, and one (3%) was transgender.
The mean age was 33 years, with a range of 18 to 52 (see Figure 8) . Seven (23%) participants were Caucasian, 11 (37%) were African American, three (10%) were Mexican American or Chicano, six (20%) were Asian American, and the remaining three (10%) were multiracial. Six (20%) participants completed a high school degree or the equivalent, eight (27%) finished some college or an associate degree, nine (30%) completed a bachelor degree or equivalent, and seven (23%) completed graduate school. When asked about their annual income, eight people (27%) indicated they earned $20,000 or less, 10 (33%) earned between $20,000 and $40,000, five (17%) earned between $40,000 and $60,000, three (10%) earned between $60,000 and $80,000, and four (13%) earned more than $80,000. In response to an item about level of computer expertise, the mean rating was 7.6 on a 10-point scale, with the range being 2-10. Many participants indicated that they had voted in a national election before, with a mean of 2.6 elections, and a range of 0 to 8. Participants voted in an average of 2.1 other types of elections (e.g., local or school board), with a range of 0 to 12. Although the sample does not directly reflect the voting population of the Houston area, it is nonetheless diverse.
Design. This study had a single condition. All participants voted with the STAR-Vote system in a mock election. So voters would know for whom they should vote, they were given a list of candidates and propositions. A mix of Republican and Democratic candidates was used, and the races, candidates, and propositions were the same as those used in more than 10 years of previous voting studies to ensure results are comparable. All candidates' names were randomly generated by a computer and were not real candidates in an election. For detailed information about the slate used in this study, refer to Acemyan et al. (2014) .
Measures. ISO 9241-11 specifies that efficiency, effectiveness, and satisfaction measurements should be used to assess system usability (1998). Efficiency is the amount of time it takes a person to complete their ballot as directed and cast it. Time to vote is measured in seconds; timing began the moment participants touched the ballot marking device and ended after casting their votes. Effectiveness is a user's ability to vote without struggling and/or making errors. It is measured by noting whether a voter successfully cast a ballot and recording any mistakes made completing the ballot (i.e., did they vote for the people they were told to vote for? If not, an error occurred). Satisfaction captures the extent that voters were satisfied using the system to complete their task. In this study, it is measured with the System Usability Scale (SUS). These measures are the same as those used in previous voting usability studies conducted at Rice University so that results can be compared across systems, especially with respect to the e2e voting systems Helios, PaV, and Scantegrity (Acemyan et al., 2014) .
Materials. The STAR-Vote prototype used in this study was developed at Rice University by researchers involved since the inception of the system. System specifications were the same as those described in the STAR-Vote RFP released by Travis County to potential vendors (Travis County, 2016) . The computer scientists and HF/HCI researchers iterated using HF methods in design until all apparent usability problems were resolved, as explained in this article's introduction. The ballot box accepted all material inserted into it in this version of STAR-Vote (in later iterations, a scanner inside the box read each piece of material inserted into it, then the system either accepted it by depositing the paper in the storage section of the box or rejected it by feeding it out the front ejection slot toward the user; this early prototype also did not give visual and auditory completion confirmations and warnings). In addition, the verification system had not been implemented as it was not ready for testing.
Procedures. The experimental procedure was the same as the one used in Acemyan et al. (2014 Acemyan et al. ( , 2015a , which assessed the usability of three different types of widely accepted e2e systems that had been used in real elections. The procedures and protocol were based on the methods presented in Kortum's (2016) book on usability assessment.
After participants completed IRB-approved informed consent, they were told that they were going to be voting in a mock election. Participants were given the list of candidates for whom they were to vote. Voters began the STAR-Vote process by first checking in to receive a receipt with their precinct information. Second, they took their precinct receipt to a second check-in station to receive their voting machine PIN. Third, participants walked up to the ballot marking device, entered their PIN, and completed the ballot associated with their precinct. It was at this stage that the experimenter began taking efficiency and effectiveness measures because the check-in process is not usually included in the voting assessment per previously published voting research already cited in the article. After reviewing selections on a final screen, subjects printed their ballot and ballot tracker. Fourth, they walked up to the ballot box and cast their ballot. At the completion of this step, efficiency and effectiveness data were no longer collected. Fifth, the participants completed the SUS and study survey. Last, they were debriefed, paid, and thanked for their time.
results
Vote casting. On average, it took participants 264 s, or 4.3 min, to vote with STAR-Vote.
The mean ballot marking error percentage was 0.23%, with a range of zero to five mistakes made on each ballot. Three ballots contained errors. Specifically, two participants (7%) made two incorrect selections, and one (3%) participant made five.
As for cast ballot rates, 29 (97%) participants successfully cast their ballots. The participant who did not complete the task handed the ballot to the experimenter instead of placing it in the ballot box and said they were finished. Nonetheless, all participants indicated that they indeed cast their ballots. The behavior and verbal response of the participant who failed to cast a vote indicates that he or she likely thought the entire vote casting procedure was completed on the ballot marking device. This error occurred despite the placement of simple instructions on both the ballot marking device's final screen and the printed ballot, which indicated in plain language using limited text in a large, bold font, "Your ballot has not been cast. To cast your ballot, you must put it in the ballot box." The ballot box was large, bright green, clearly labeled, and highly visible in the experimental room to maximize the chance that voters would notice it. Failing to complete the ballot casting process after making all selections on a ballot has been observed in previous DRE usability assessments (e.g., Everett, 2007) . One possible explanation for this error might be that the voter was concentrating on completing the ballot, and once he or she finished that step, they concluded that they were done with the voting process (similar to a postcompletion error, as discussed in Everett's 2007 voting usability study). Alternately, the voter might have thought that the entire voting process took place on the voting terminal, which is possible if he or she did not read instructions or the descriptive text on the ballot completion interface. One could argue that during a real election, a poll worker would be available to redirect a voter to the ballot box-meaning the ballot would end up being cast. However, a system should never be designed to rely on poll workers (Acemyan et al., 2014 (Acemyan et al., , 2015a . Poll workers are not always available to help voters, receiving assistance often increases the total time to vote (which is problematic if there are long lines of people waiting to vote), and having a poll worker help a voter potentially exposes a voter's selections on their ballot.
The mean SUS score was 87.8 and the standard deviation was 13.7, with the 95% confidence interval being 82.7 to 93.0.
Study 2 Method
With the following exceptions, the methods for Study 2 were the same as those used in Study 1:
Participants. Thirty people who were eligible U.S. voters participated in the second study. Sixteen (53%) participants were female, 13 (43%) were male, and one (3%) was transgender. The mean age was 41.47 years, with a range of 20-66 (see Figure 9 ). Seventeen (57%) participants were Caucasian, eight (27%) were African American, two (7%) were Mexican American or Chicano, and the remainder were other Hispanic or Latino (1 / 3%), Nigerian (1 / 3%), American Indian (1 / 3%), and other (1 / 3%). Three (10%) participants completed a high school degree or the equivalent, 12 (40%) finished some college or an associate degree, 10 (33%) completed a bachelor degree or equivalent, and five (17%) completed graduate school. When asked about their annual income, nine people (30%) indicated they earned $20,000 or less, nine (30%) earned between $20,000 and $40,000, six (20%) earned between $40,000 and $60,000, three (10%) earned between $60,000 and $80,000, and three (10%) earned more than $80,000. The mean rating for self-reported level of computer expertise was 7.7 on a 10-point scale, with the range being 3-10. Many participants indicated that they had voted in a national election before, with a mean of 4.8 elections, and a range of 0 to 18. Participants voted in a mean of 8.2 other types of elections, with a range of 0 to 30 elections. Like Study 1, this sample is not perfectly representative of all Houston-area voters, but it is diverse.
Materials. The STAR-Vote beta-prototype used in this study included a fully functional ballot box, which internally scanned ballots and rejected invalid materials through a front ejection slot. The ballot box also gave users both visual and auditory confirmation messages and warnings at the time they were needed. In this version of STAR-Vote, the vote verification system was also implemented. After voting, participants kept their ballot tracker so they could later verify that the system received their ballot. They then navigated to the election website www.checkyourvote.com and entered in their unique ballot ID on the main page. After submitting their ballot ID, the system would report if the ballot had been recorded by the system. On the same screen, the verification system offered the options of entering another ballot ID or reporting an issue.
Design. The usability of the voting system (i.e., the components used to complete a ballot and cast it) was assessed independently of the optional vote verification system. This practice aligns with the previous protocol used to assess the usability of e2e voting systems (Acemyan, 2014) , which is necessary to compare results across systems.
Procedures. In Study 2, voters did not complete the two-part STAR-Vote check-in process. Instead, participants immediately started voting. The check-in process was dropped because it did not impact the collected measurements such as vote timing, which only included the time it took to complete a ballot and cast it. A potential problem with this change in protocol is that it could potentially impact SUS scores if voters did not like the previously included check-in process or found it to be difficult.
results
Vote casting. As can be seen in Figure 10 , the mean voting time was 272 s, or about 4.5 min, with a standard deviation of 80.5 s. When comparing time on task across the two studies, the effect was not reliable, t (57.8) = 0.41, p = .681, Cohen's d = 0.11. Any differences in voting times across the two versions of STAR-Vote are trivial.
Regarding effectiveness, participants did not make errors when completing their ballot, so the mean ballot marking error rate was 0% (see Figure 11 ). There is not a reliable difference in error rates across the two studies, t (58) = 1.37, p = .177, Cohen's d = 0.35. The rate of successfully casting the entire ballot was 93% (see Figure  12) ; two (7%) of the 30 participants did not successfully cast their ballots. One participant indicated that they were done voting when they reached the review screen. When the experimenter asked if they cast their ballot, the participant replied, "yes." The second participant printed their ballot and then handed it to the experimenter instead of placing it in the ballot box. When asked if they cast a ballot that would be counted in the election, the participant replied, "yes." This is the same type of error observed in Study 1 and Everett's (2007) project that examined the usability of electronic voting machines (i.e., DREs, or direct recording electronic voting systems). Future research needs to focus on understanding and solving this fleeing voter problem because it occurs when voting with numerous types of electronic and online voting systems, even those that do not involve paper. It also complicates real elections, because poll officials do not know if voters intended to abandon their ballot and not cast it, or if they wanted to cast the ballot and did not realize that they failed to do so.
The mean satisfaction rating for vote casting was 89.2, with a standard deviation of 16.9, on the SUS scale (see Figure 13 ). The range was 17.5 to 100. Again, there was not a reliable difference in satisfaction ratings across the two studies, t (58) = 0.34, p = .738, Cohen's d = 0.09.
Vote verification. The mean vote verification time was 112.3 s, or a little less than 2 min, with a standard deviation of 53.3 s (see Figure 14) . Of the 28 participants who successfully cast their ballot, 100% verified online that their ballot was cast and counted by the STAR-Vote system (see Figure 15 ). As can be seen in Figure 16 , the usability of a number of different voting systems was examined. Although it is unorthodox to compare across studies, it is highly informative to understand, at the level of descriptive performance statistics, how STAR-Vote visually compares to these other voting systems. As can be seen across Figures 10-16 , voters' performance across measures visually appears to be much better on STAR-Vote than the e2e voting systems that were previously tested in the authors' labs using the exact same methods as this paper's (Acemyan et al., 2014; 2015a) . This is not surprising since STAR-Vote's user interface was developed from its inception using a UCD process, which included integrated usability testing. Moreover, the competing demands of security, statistical auditability, and usability were simultaneously considered throughout the system design and development process so that the system could be both highly usable and highly secure.
dIScuSSIon Although recent systems with e2e cryptography such as Helios and Prêt à Voter appear to have good security properties, they are weak from a usability perspective. In general, the usability problems stem from additional steps voters must take that do not match their mental models for voting systems. Moreover, voters do not fully understand the need for these extra steps and secure voting systems (Acemyan et al., 2014 (Acemyan et al., , 2015a (Acemyan et al., , 2015b . This resulted in critical failures such as users failing to cast their ballots at all, and users being unable to verify their ballots. STAR-Vote successfully addressed both of these issues. Furthermore, the error rate in completing the ballot with STAR-Vote was zero, the time to complete the ballot was lower, and satisfaction scores were higher than with other e2e systems per a visual inspection of the Figures. These results not only appeared to be better than other e2e systems, but also superior to paper ballots and previous non-e2e electronic voting systems. This suggests that STAR-Vote is a highly usable system when compared across studies to previously tested voting systems.
The usability of STAR-Vote is a significant accomplishment for multiple reasons. First, advances in systems that protect election integrity are critical. Election integrity is a complex problem. Ensuring that the final election results reflect the will of the voters requires protection of the voting system at many levels. Historically, Figure 16 . Mean System Usability Scale (SUS) score as a function of e2e vote verification system, with error bars representing 95% confidence intervals; results for Helios, PaV, and Scantegrity were reported in Acemyan et al., 2014. the focus has been on the physical security of the ballots themselves, e.g., locking the ballot box. Now that many voting systems are computerized, protections such as cryptography are almost certainly necessary to prevent newer, more sophisticated methods of tampering with ballots. However, if what is on the ballots does not accurately reflect the will of the voter, there is no method of securing the ballots that will ensure that the election outcome is legitimate. Voter intent must be correctly captured by the voting system, and voters must be able to successfully cast their ballots.
Second, making STAR-Vote both usable and secure serves as yet another illustration of key human factors principles: usability must be considered early in the design phase and iterated through the design and development process using a UCD process. System usability and users' needs cannot become a consideration only after other aspects of the system have been designed. It is likely that previous systems failed to perform well on the usability front exactly because human factors were not represented early and often in the design and development process for these systems. In contrast, human factors were given a seat at the table in the initial design meetings that generated STAR-Vote, and many design ideas were vetoed due to anticipated poor usability. The design goal from the outset was to make sure that the voter did not have to adopt a new mental model of voting and could vote using typical how-to-vote procedures. We thought hard about how to make the end-to-end properties invisible to the voter, producing minimal additional overhead. Although this was the intent, intent alone does not ensure good human factors outcomes. Thus, we further iterated on the user interface of the STAR-Vote prototype with formative testing, and then subjected it to the summative tests reported here.
Ironically, security experts have exactly the same issue with not being included throughout the design and development process: security must be a consideration from the outset and cannot just be tacked on at the end of the design. Therefore, the design of voting systems must include experts on security, usability, and election administration from the beginning of the UCD process. This is what will have to happen going forward if jurisdictions want voting systems that are both usable and secure, but also practical from an election administration standpoint.
However positive these results presented in this article are, much work remains to be done. For example, the carefully-worded instructions used in STAR-Vote will have to be re-evaluated in different languages that must be supported in elections. Accessibility for voters with disabilities is a challenge for any voting system, and it is still unclear the extent to which STAR-Vote, and in particular its e2e components, meet this challenge. Group differences have been the focus of voting usability research (and most human factors research), therefore individual differences need to be studied to ensure every voter can use the system easily and independently. This relates to the limitations of this article's participant samples. Although the participants were a diverse group of real voters, they were not truly representative of all voters-especially with concern to age and education. This limitation, along with using a more diverse set of recruitment methods that do not rely on people (or their friends) to have access to computers and the internet, can be addressed in future research.
We also do not know whether voters believe STAR-Vote is more trustworthy and secure than more vulnerable voting systems such as those used in current elections, so future research could explore this question. Furthermore, usability of STAR-Vote from the perspective of the poll worker has also not yet been examined. Despite these unresolved issues, we believe the current STAR-Vote beta-prototype is the most usable e2e encrypted voting system to date and represents the first time that an e2e system has empirically demonstrated acceptable usability for both vote casting and vote verification.
In conclusion, STAR-Vote contributes not just to voting system research but also to the field of human factors by demonstrating that system security and system usability are not necessarily competing design goals. Although it is difficult to achieve both strong security and usability, not trading off one for the other, STARVote illustrates how interdisciplinary teams that rely on an iterative user-centered design approach can accomplish this goal. Both usabil-ity and security professionals constantly advocate the need to be involved early in the design process; neither can be adequately achieved by being an add-on at the end of development. By including both from the outset, STAR-Vote is a usable, e2e system that can be used in real, largescale elections at a time when there is an increased focus on election tampering by foreign adversaries.
